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Editor’s note: The combination of SAS® Energy Forecasting and JMP® models led  
to the forecasts presented in this paper. The purpose was to test the impact of 
geographic hierarchies on forecast accuracy,  not to produce the best possible MAPE.
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Executive Summary
With the deployment of smart grid technologies, many utilities can now take advantage 
of hourly or sub-hourly data from millions of smart meters.

There are many upsides to this – such as the fact that utilities can potentially charge 
customers different rates based on the time of day they use electricity. However, there 
are downsides as well:

• Many forecasting methodologies are outdated. 

• The days of one-size-fits-all models are gone for the utility forecaster. 

This paper tackles these considerations through an electric load-forecasting case study. 
In particular, the paper:

• Investigates how a number of approaches using geographic hierarchy and  
weather station data can improve the predictive analytics used to determine  
future electric usage.

• Demonstrates why using geographic hierarchies is now imperative for utilities.

It also illustrates why utility forecasters must be equipped with solutions that allow  
them to retrain models multiple times each year. 

Two Types of Load Data 
• Nonseparable: Load data aggregated into a single time series; at lowest level of 

geographic hierarchy. Example in our study: West Central Massachusetts.

• Separable: Load data split into multiple time series; at middle or top level of 
geographic hierarchy. Examples in our study: Massachusetts and ISO-NE.

Electric Load Forecasting Challenges
To forecast electric load accurately, models must include the attributes of trend, yearly 
and daily seasonality, as well as exogenous effects such as temperature and day of 
week. The models also need to account for any effects caused by interaction among  
the variables. 

Several modeling approaches in the utilities industry – such as neural networks, regres-
sion and support vector machines – take advantage of these attributes and effects.  

One method for improving forecast accuracy is to refine such models; another is to 
improve the model inputs, namely temperature and load. 

Selected Forecasting Approach
To improve forecast accuracy in this case study, SAS used multiple temperatures and 
incorporated geographic hierarchy. 

Our question was: How can we take advantage of geographic hierarchies and weather 
station data to improve load forecast accuracy? To conduct the investigation, we incor-
porated two types of load data: nonseparable and separable. 
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We conducted this project in three steps, represented by three challenges:

• Challenge 1 – Bottom level: Examine nonseparable load. 

• Challenge 2 – Middle level: Examine separable load in a state where load can  
be split into multiple time series.

• Challenge 3 – Top level: Examine separable load for a different historical range 
(applying a region grouping technique) and examine separable load at the  
system level.

To conduct our investigation, we used SAS Energy Forecasting and JMP as well as 
publicly available system-level and region-level hourly load data from our case study 
utility, the Independent System Operator of New England (ISO-NE). We also purchased 
temperature data from a number of weather stations through WeatherBank.com.

Independent System Operator of  
New England (ISO-NE)
The ISO-NE includes 6.5 million households and businesses, with a population of 14 
million. The utility’s all-time peak demand was 28,130 megawatts. The ISO-NE has more 
than 350 generators and 32,000 megawatts of generating capacity. It includes six state 
regions: Maine (ME), Vermont (VT), Massachusetts (MA), New Hampshire (NH), 
Connecticut (CT) and Rhode Island (RI). Massachusetts is split into three regions: 
Northeast Massachusetts Boston (NEMASSBOST), Southeast Massachusetts (SEMASS) 
and West Central Massachusetts (WCMASS).

The forecast inputs in this case study included four years of historical hourly demand 
from each ISO-NE region. An additional year of hourly demand was set aside as the 
out-of-sample range used in model testing. We assigned one weather station to each 
region. For West Central Massachusetts, we purchased temperature data from five 
regional weather stations to support the investigation at the lowest level of the 
hierarchy.

Figure 1: Organization of the ISO-NE region.
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Three Challenges, Three Steps
As part of our investigation, our challenge was to address three main issues. We set up 
a three-step approach to find answers to these questions:

1. Does taking the average temperature from multiple weather stations in the  
region provide a better forecast accuracy than the temperature taken from a  
single station?

2. For a single, statewide load forecast, should separate region forecasts be summed 
or should the temperature stations be averaged?

3. Can similar regions be grouped together to get a better forecast accuracy? Will the 
same business rule from the second challenge work for a different historical range?

Challenge 1: Examine Nonseparable Load
In this step, we wanted to determine whether taking the average temperature from 
multiple regional weather stations would provide better forecast accuracy than using 
the temperature from a single station. To answer that question, we used temperature 
data from five weather stations in the West Central Massachusetts region: Barnes 
Municipal (KBAF), Harriman and West (KAQW), Worcester Regional (KORH), Westover 
Air Reserve Base/Metropolitan Airport (KCEF) and Pittsfield Municipal (KPSF). 

We chose these weather stations to cover the variations in temperature that occur in 
different parts of the West Central Massachusetts region.

Figure 2: ISO-NE weather stations used in our analysis.

Using this data, we examined two scenarios.

• Scenario 1: Forecast the entire West Central Massachusetts region using only 
temperatures from the KORH weather station (WCMASS_KORH).

• Scenario 2: Forecast the entire West Central Massachusetts region using the average 
temperature from the five weather stations (WCMASS_WCMASS).
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Figure 3 shows the hourly forecast MAPE by scenario, using 2011 as the out-of-sample 
range. As shown here, the forecast accuracy is improved by using the average tempera-
ture from the five weather stations.

Figure 3: In the West Central Massachusetts region, forecast accuracy improved by 
using the average temperature from five weather stations.

Based on the nonseparable load of West Central Massachusetts, we concluded that 
taking the average temperature from multiple weather stations gives a better forecast 
than taking the temperature from only one weather station. 

Challenge 2: Examine Separable Load in a State Where Load Is 
Split Into Multiple Time Series
In this step, we wanted to determine whether separate regional forecasts should be 
summed or whether the temperature stations should be averaged for a single, state-
wide load forecast.  

Here, the region we studied was the entire state of Massachusetts. This data includes 
the sum of loads from Northeast Massachusetts Boston, Southeast Massachusetts  
and West Central Massachusetts.

Figure 4: Organization of the state of Massachusetts.
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To support this analysis, we used data from Worcester Regional (KORH), Green State 
(KPVD) and Logan Airport (KBOS) weather stations. We chose these weather stations to 
cover the temperature variations that occur in the three regions that make  
up Massachusetts.

Using this data, we examined five scenarios.

• Scenario 1: Sum the separate forecasts of three regions, using one weather station 
for each region (MASS_SUM).

• Scenario 2: Forecast the entire state of Massachusetts, using only the KBOS weather 
station (MASS_KBOS).

• Scenario 3: Forecast the entire state of Massachusetts, using the average tempera-
ture from the three weather stations (MASS_KMASS).

• Scenario 4: Forecast the entire state of Massachusetts, using the temperature 
weighted by load from the three regions. Here, we used the sum of load over the 
historical range as the weight of a given region (MASS_WLOADSUM).

• Scenario 5: Forecast the entire state of Massachusetts, using the temperature 
weighted by economic output from the three regions. Here, we used the sum  
of economic output over the historical range as the weight of a given region 
(MASS_WECONSUM).

Figure 5 shows the hourly forecast MAPE by scenario, using 2011 as the out-of-sample 
range. It shows that forecast accuracy improves by using the average temperature from 
the three weather stations. The forecast using only the KBOS weather station was the 
least accurate. We expected this result, because Logan Airport alone cannot provide  
a good representation of weather behavior for the entire state of Massachusetts. 

Interestingly, the temperatures weighted by load and economic output did not provide 
as accurate a forecast as the average temperature from the three weather stations. This 
indicated that creating a weighted temperature from load or economic output does not 
necessarily provide a better representation of weather than taking a simple average of 
temperatures. What was surprising was that the sum of separate forecasts from the 
three regions, using one weather station for each region, did not provide the best 
forecast accuracy. To understand why, we needed to conduct another experiment 
(shown in the third challenge).

Figure 5: Hourly forecast MAPE by scenario shows that forecast accuracy improves 
by using the average temperature from the three weather stations.
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Our initial conclusion (based on the separable load of Massachusetts) was that taking 
the average temperature from multiple weather stations seemed to provide a better 
forecast than summing the separate forecasts of the regions. It was difficult to deter-
mine if this is because averaging helps to cancel out errors in temperature readings, or 
if it’s because the historical range chosen for the analysis can have a noticeable influ-
ence on which modeling approach comes out better. What could be surmised is that 
weather across a state like Massachusetts is better represented by multiple weather 
stations spread across the area. The data from a single weather station like KBOS 
cannot provide as good a representation of weather across the entire state. This last 
observation was in line with our first challenge, where we examined nonseparable load.

Next, we examined separable load for a different historical range and for a higher level  
in the geographic hierarchy.

Challenge 3: Examine Separable Load for a Different Historical 
Range (Applying a Regional Grouping Technique) and  
Examine Separable Load at the System Level
In this step, we wanted to answer two main questions:

• Can similar regions be grouped together to get a better forecast accuracy?

• Will the same business rule from the second challenge work for a different historical 
range?

At first, we studied the state of Massachusetts, whose load is the sum of loads from 
Northeast Massachusetts Boston, Southeast Massachusetts and West Central 
Massachusetts. Then, we applied the same questions to ISO-NE, whose load is the sum 
of loads from eight regions.

Figure 6: Organization of the ISO-NE, system-level.
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Grouping regions together into one super-region provides the same advantage illus-
trated in the first challenge (i.e., average temperature from multiple weather stations 
gives a better forecast). In certain cases, the load and temperature profiles between 
adjacent regions are similar enough that averaging data from multiple weather stations 
within the super-region might help to cancel out temperature reading errors. In other 
cases, the load and temperature profiles between regions are dissimilar, so the average 
temperature from those regions may not provide an appropriate representation of 
weather. Our investigation tested these possibilities for the ISO-NE regions by first 
applying a technique for identifying similar regions.

There are several methods for determining if regions can be considered similar. For 
example, JMP allows us to compare load versus temperature contours among different 
regions. The following chart shows that Connecticut has the highest load among the 
eight regions. It also shows that load-versus-temperature profiles for certain regions 
overlap, indicating that demand for electricity can be similar between different regions.

Figure 7: ISO-NE regional loads versus temperature contour.

SAS/ETS® software has a procedure called PROC SIMILARITY that determines if two 
time series are similar. It computes the distance between a given time series and other 
series. In our investigation, we used PROC SIMILARITY to determine if any two load 
profiles or any two temperature profiles were similar. The distance threshold at which 
two time series are considered similar is adjustable. By increasing the threshold, more 
pairs of time series can be flagged as similar. By decreasing the threshold, fewer pairs 
can be flagged as similar. The following tables show which pairs of load and tempera-
ture profiles among the ISO-NE regions were flagged as similar after adjusting the 
thresholds and finding a balance. The regions flagged as similar are indicated by the 
number 1.
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Figure 8: Regions with similar loads using PROC SIMILARITY 
(threshold=2,000,000,000).

Figure 9: Regions with similar temperature using PROC SIMILARITY 
(threshold=300,000).

The following chart from JMP shows a side-by-side comparison of the load-versus-
temperature profiles of the eight regions. A visual analysis of the chart confirmed the 
results from PROC SIMILARITY. As in the previous tables, it illustrates that Maine and 
New Hampshire are similar. It also illustrates that Southeast Massachusetts and West 
Central Massachusetts are similar in load-versus-temperature profile.
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Figure 10: ISO-NE regional load versus temperature profiles.

We used the technique just described to identify similar regions, and we employed  
the following criteria for grouping regions into a super-region:

• Regions must be adjacent.

• Load profiles are similar from PROC SIMILARITY.

• Temperature profiles are similar from PROC SIMILARITY.

The only super-regions that met these criteria were:

• A super-region including Southeast Massachusetts and West  
Central Massachusetts.

• A super-region including Maine and New Hampshire.

With these new super-regions and a different historical period, we examined three 
scenarios for Massachusetts using 2008 as the out-of-sample range:

• Scenario 1: Sum the separate forecasts of three regions, using one weather station 
for each region (MASS_SUM2008).

• Scenario 2: Forecast the entire state of Massachusetts, using the average tempera-
ture from the three weather stations (MASS_KMASS2008).

• Scenario 3: Forecast the entire state of Massachusetts, with Southeast Massachusetts 
and West Central Massachusetts grouped as a single super-region and Northeast 
Massachusetts Boston kept as a separate region. For the super-region, we based the 
forecast on the average temperature from KPVD and KORH (MASS_SEWC2008).
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Figure 11 shows the hourly forecast MAPE by scenario, using 2008 as the out-of-sample 
range. As shown here, summing the individual forecasts of the three regions provided a 
better accuracy than the other two approaches. The result contradicted what we saw in 
the second challenge using 2011 as the out-of-sample range, where averaging the 
temperatures from the three regions provided the better forecast. Our new results indi-
cated that the best approach depends on the historical range used for the analysis. Our 
results also showed that grouping similar regions together provided a forecast that was 
almost as good as summing the individual forecasts; however, it did not provide the 
best forecast. This indicated that Southeast Massachusetts and West Central 
Massachusetts were too dissimilar in load and temperature behavior to be accurately 
represented by an average temperature.

 
Figure 11: Hourly forecast MAPE by scenario for super-regions provides better 
accuracy. 

Our first conclusion for separable load was that forecast accuracy can be close when 
comparing a summed forecast across different regions and a combined forecast with 
similar regions grouped into a super-region. In our investigation, the regions were too 
dissimilar for an average temperature to represent the weather across the entire  
super-region.

Our second conclusion, based on the separable load of Massachusetts, was that the 
best method depends on the historical data range. In certain cases, taking the average 
temperature of multiple weather stations provides a better forecast than summing the 
separate forecasts of the regions. In other cases, the opposite may be true. This means 
that the historical range chosen for the analysis can have a noticeable influence on 
which modeling approach works best. 

Third, and more importantly, a utility forecaster must retest the methodology for 
choosing the input temperature on a regular basis – and retrain models multiple times 
each year. The forecaster cannot assume that one methodology will provide the best 
forecast from one year to the next.

The final phase of our investigation involved examining separable load at the system 
level. In this phase, we had two questions to answer:

• Can grouping help for a large area like the eight ISO-NE regions?

• Are the conclusions for Massachusetts applicable to the systemwide separable load 
of ISO-NE?

To answer these questions, we chose one weather station for each of the eight regions. 
The stations included Logan Airport (KBOS), Green State (KPVD), Worcester Regional 
(KORH), Bradley International (KBDL), Portland International (KPWM), Concord 
Municipal (KCON) and Burlington International (KBTV). We chose stations that were 
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located within or close to the assigned region. For Rhode Island and Southeast 
Massachusetts, KPVD was shared between the two regions due to its proximity to both.

Using the same super-regions defined from the grouping criteria above and the 
assigned weather stations, we examined four scenarios for ISO-NE using 2008 as the 
out-of-sample range:

• Scenario 1: Forecast the entire ISO-NE using the sum of six separate forecasts, with 
Southeast Massachusetts and West Central Massachusetts grouped as a single 
super-region, and Maine and New Hampshire grouped as a single super-region. For 
each super-region, we based the forecast on the average temperature from weather 
stations assigned to those regions (NEISO_SUM6).

• Scenario 2: Forecast the entire ISO-NE, using only the weighted temperature 
provided by ISO-NE (NEISO_NEISOW).

• Scenario 3: Forecast the entire ISO-NE, using the simple average temperature from 
weather stations assigned to each region (NEISO_NEISOA).

• Scenario 4: Sum the separate forecasts of eight regions, using one weather station 
for each region (NEISO_NEISOS).

Figure 12 lists the hourly forecast MAPE by scenario, using 2008 as the out-of-sample 
range. Summing the individual forecasts of the eight regions provided a better 
accuracy than the other approaches. This result showed that grouping similar regions 
together provided a forecast that was almost as good as summing the individual fore-
casts; however, it did not provide the best forecast. This indicated that the grouped 
regions were too dissimilar in load and temperature behavior to be accurately repre-
sented by an average temperature. Also, the results show that using a simple average 
or weighted temperature produced significantly worse forecasts than the other 
approaches. This indicated that a single temperature cannot provide a good represen-
tation of weather across the eight ISO-NE regions.

 
Figure 12: Hourly forecast MAPE by scenario reveals that summing the individual 
forecasts of the eight regions provides better accuracy than the other approaches.
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Conclusions
The results of our three challenges, based on using ISO-NE as the case study, led to  
a number of interesting conclusions: 

• For nonseparable load, or load data at the lowest level of the geographic  
hierarchy that has been aggregated into a single time series, the average of temper-
atures from multiple weather stations in a given area provides a better representa-
tion of weather than a single station. Also, averaging temperatures from multiple 
weather stations helps to cancel out errors in temperature readings from individual 
weather stations.

• For separable load, or load data at the middle or top level of the geographic hier-
archy that can be split into multiple time series, the best approach depends on the 
historical range under examination. The historical range chosen for the analysis can 
have a noticeable influence on which modeling approach comes out better. More 
importantly, utility forecasters must retest the methodology for choosing the input 
temperature on a regular basis and must retrain models multiple times each year. 

• The other conclusion for separable load is that forecast accuracy can be close when 
comparing a summed forecast across different regions with a combined forecast 
that uses similar regions grouped into a super-region. In this investigation, the 
regions were too dissimilar for an average temperature to represent the weather 
across multiple regions.

This case study clearly illustrates why the days of one-size-fits-all models are gone for 
the utility forecaster. 

Looking Ahead
Forecasters cannot assume that one methodology will provide the best forecast from 
one year to the next. Relying on the status quo approach can result in forecasts that are 
less accurate and can lead to adverse financial or operational consequences – such as 
over- or under-investment in new facilities, suboptimal energy trading decisions or 
suboptimal rate cases.

To improve forecast performance, reduce uncertainties and generate value in the new 
data-intensive environment, forecasters must be able to decide which models – or 
combinations of models – are best. In addition, they must be able to determine more 
indicators of the factors that affect load. 
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To succeed, forecasters need solutions that enable them to:

• Define flexible hierarchies and models. 

• Choose the level of forecast automation that’s best for them, including automatically 
performing large-scale enterprise forecasting tasks.

• Produce repeatable, scalable, traceable and defensible energy forecasts. 

• Get statistical – and visual – indication of the likely range of forecast outcomes.

These solutions must adapt to the utility’s infrastructure and environment. Only then will 
utilities be able to make the right decisions – proactively – while increasing forecast reli-
ability and reducing financial and operational risk.

For More Information
Learn more about SAS Energy Forecasting at:  sas.com/en_us/industry/utilities.
html#energy-forecasting

Read more about how improved forecasting can increase your return on smart grid 
investments: sas.com/content/dam/SAS/en_us/doc/solutionbrief/utilities-improve-fore-
casting-increase-return-smart-grid-104664.pdf

http://www.sas.com/en_us/industry/utilities.html#energy-forecasting
http://www.sas.com/en_us/industry/utilities.html#energy-forecasting
http://www.sas.com/content/dam/SAS/en_us/doc/solutionbrief/utilities-improve-forecasting-increase-return-smart-grid-104664.pdf
http://www.sas.com/content/dam/SAS/en_us/doc/solutionbrief/utilities-improve-forecasting-increase-return-smart-grid-104664.pdf
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